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"When an apple fell on his head,

Isaac Newton was inspired to

describe his three laws of

motion. These became the

foundation of our ideas about

physics. Being essentially

objective, Newton ignored what

it feels like to be the apple.

When we get our mass in motion,

we rise above the constant call

of gravity toward the swinging,

circling invitation of centrifugal

force. Dancers ride and play

these forces. Beyond Newton’s

third law, we discover thatFor

every action several equal and

opposite reactions are possible.

Therein lies an opportunity for

improvisation.”

Steve Paxton, Fall After

Newton (Videoda, 1987)



"What is not seen

 is what is being sensed

and what is being 

enacted internally

 by the dancers."

 

 

 

 

Trying to stay true to the

somatic nature of contact

improvisation, the following

exercises are presented as

containers in which

students can familiarise

themselves with specific

sensations or principals

that, once grasped, can be

employed freely in

improvisation.
 

 

 

 

To dance contact

improvisation one needs to

attend to the inner sensations

as one moves and when

muscular tone increases then

the ability to attend to these

sensations diminishes.

It is essential not to fall into

"trying too hard", "try to make

it happen" or tense up,

 but finding the pleasure of

exploration and let the dance

arises from what the

improvisation movers are

sensing...



GUIDING ANGEL

In pair, using the full room and

all that it contains as a

playground, one mover closes

the eyes while his partner guides

him/her in a blind exploration,

building a trusting relationship,

allowing curiosity to take over

and lead the journey…

Beginning with a small and

sensible exploration of walking,

stopping, changing direction

and level, the guiding angel will

start to invite the partner to

explore the space and what it

contains through touch, leaving

more and more time to the blind

mover to explore and move

freely according to his/her

sensing while keeping him/her

safe and close.

Once the exploration led the

blind mover in a deep sense of

letting go and trust, his/her

guiding angel will include

his/her body as a contact

element, allowing his/her own

body to receive the touch and

the weight of the partner. 



THE TABLE

Despite the static idea of the

table, in pair, one partner will

mantain a table position (on

hands and knees with a

supported back) and by keeping

alive and responsive but also

stable and available, will let

his/her partner take the time to

explore this surface of balance

(his/her back, or table).

Leaning into the one on the floor

from the side, gradually

transition to bring the weight

more from above. Slowly play

with finding how one can

balance on the other through

cooperation, not to trying to

hold it but by moving through it,

using directions in space to

orient, enjoying the moment of

effortless balance then seeing

where it could go. The balance

point is a very delicate thing.

Find dance through the exercise,

this exercise is a very thin slice

of a dance; like a thin slice of

cake, thin as it is, is still cake. 



FORGET THE HEAD

 

Completely abandon the weight

of the head into the hands of

your partner, him/her will invite

you to do so by holding presently

and with full opne palms your

skull, breath and let go while

him/her manipulates your skull

with small movement, free the

neck and slowly but continiously

let yourself be moved into a

danceconstantly letting it fall

into your partners hands who will

both lead and follow the dance

with you. Wide the spectrum of

possibility when the movement

doesn't have to worry about the

weight of the head, explore

three dimentionally all the

potential available with such a

great support.  

  

 

 

 



THE SMALL DANCE 

A simple meditation. First, find a

comfortable standing position.

Second, scan the body for excess

tension and inefficient ways of

holding the body and allow the

body to become more easily

aligned with less unnecessary

muscle use. From here, with just a

little attention, it will become

obvious that the body is still in

motion… the small dance of reflexes

below the level of consciousness

which keeps the body standing.

One watches this small dance,

perhaps for a minute, perhaps for

an hour. Taken into the larger

dance of bodies in contact, one

realizes that within the larger

dance, there is always the small

dance which can be tuned to,

related to with curiosity. This study

of the small dance is one of the

primary foundations of contact

improvisation. All movement that

we choose is in the context of the

ongoing small dance. 

  



ROLLING POINT OF CONTACT

 

Two bodies touch in one area or

“point of contact”. This point can

either roll or slide. This is not a rule

of contact, but a fact of reality. We

study what happens if we don’t let

it slide, but roll… do what we need

to in order to follow it, experiment

with directing it or using it. We

notice that, for a given amount of

weight, a rolling point has a greater

friction force (sticking friction or

“sticktion” in engineering slang) in

comparison to a sliding point

(sliding friction). This makes it more

useful in pushing off our partner for

navigating over and around them or

for supporting them over and

around us. We differentiate not so

that we “only roll”, but so that we

know the difference and can

functionally access sliding and

rolling out of choice as opposed to

blind habit. 

  

 



FALLING AND ROLLING

 

…movement into and out of the

floor. To support the pursuit of more

and more precarious situations, we

learn how to move into and out of

the floor more fluidly, at greater

speeds, from greater heights. We

get comfortable using the landing

gear of the hands and feet,

learning how to use the pliable

bending of the arms and legs for

shock absorption and catching of

weight falling with us. We learn how

to slide and roll out falls. Side rolls

and diagonal (or “Aikido”) rolls

should become comfortable so that

we get freer to follow contact

through more unpredictable

orientations and further off-

balance. 

  

 

 

 

 



WEIGHT EXCHANGE, COUNTER BALANCE, OFF BALANCE

 

In mutual support, neither partner on their base of

support, but being supported by the other. Keeping this

sense of off-balance is a constant challenge to

wakefulness. It is both a surrendering of some fraction of

personal control of your own movement and a receiving

of partial control of our partner’s movement. We then

become one organism composed of two. This weight

exchange allows us to find efficiencies of joint

movement that are impossible if we both try to maintain

independent control, allowing greater speed, power,

ease, and 3-dimensional complexity with less effort. We

are able support each other and take support into and

out of the floor. It allows us to keep a sense of “pouring”

our weight through our partner in a continuous flow

rather than with jagged jerks. The maintenance of “off-

balance” does not necessarily mean “full weight”, but

simply that one is always projecting oneself, even if

slightly, off one’s center into the structure of one’s

partner. This sense of continuous off-balance weight

exchange, while being the key to easeful improvised

partnering and connection, is probably the most

frequently missing element in contemporary contactor’s

repertoires today, as dances with any speed turn into

independent movement improvisations that happen to be

touching, mixed with the occasional lift. 

  



ALIGNMENT, STRUCTURE, BODY-USE, ORGANIZATION 

With proper leverage, an ounce of force can lift a

mountain. Through focus on our skeletal alignment and

body-use, we can lift and support weight with greater

ease and freedom. It was through an exploration of this

fact that contact has been so able to allow a

challenging of gender and size rolls in partnered dance.

Intelligent use of the body substitutes for brute muscle

for delivering force and giving support. At first, we

looked at alignment in static situations by being a solid

table, we can now climb over through lining up the

bones and establishing power through spirals. Then we

explore how we can make this even easier through

subtle, continuous adjustments of the body as our

relationship with partner shifts. Similar to the way we

find excess tension and inefficient ways of holding

ourselves in The Stand and learn to release them, we

look at how we can let go of unnecessary tension in

order to flow with and steer momentum.. We see how we

can use alignment dynamically for mobile support and

how alignment is part of what allows off-balance

partnering to be potentially so easy. We can take the

energy that we were pouring into inefficient use of

muscle and turn it into easeful adaptive speed and

expanded 3-dimensional complexity. References for this

work on the one hand include various forms of self-study

of body-use (Alexander and Feldenkrais Techniques),

martial arts (ie, Tai Chi, Aikido), and contemporary

release techniques. 



PHYSICAL LISTENING AND FOLLOWING

 

The dance is not about re-creating a set of

moves or trying to do something we have seen

before, but about following into the unknown.

Where an intention is held or set, the

interesting thing is not the accomplishment of

the goal, but the process of the attempt, which

comes from listening to, following, and

adapting to what is actually happening.

Through the study of the small dance, this

following becomes more and more detailed,

expanding our awareness of the many things

happening in each moment. We start to

recognize patterned movement and response

patterns and learn to breathe into them into

order to open them up for greater functional

listening and following. Not just a passive

thing, physical listening is quite active and can

result in quite energetic dances as it turns into

a blending with the flow of momentum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BASIC LIFT

 

Keep exploring using as a tool a basic

repertoire of lifts and partner moves which

serves as a base to spring off of and a set of

places to work on principles, as opposed to a

definition of the dance: high and low tables

and posts, back to back lifts, fireman’s carry,

various shoulder lifts. Practice static lifts and

then see how we arrive at lifts through weight

exchange and how they are not ends, but

actually processes, feeling the movement out

of as much as into the lifts, and feeling them

as connected parts of a flow. We use them to

propel us further into unknown territories. 

“



"NO HANDS" DANCE

 

Practice dancing without hands so that we

learn to release the “grabby” and controlling

nature of our habitual interactions with our

hands and learn to be more more aware of

and able to use our whole structure. While

there is not a rule of “no hands” in contact ,

the ability to use the rest of our bodies is quite

valuable, and there is something about

allowing mutual freedom of movement that we

learn from “letting go” with the hands. Later,

we use the hands, not as the central focus of

interaction, but as an extension of the body

and access their dexterity and articulateness

without attachment.. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
There's a Jam tonight... by Michele Marchesani

 

There's a Jam tonight...I've decided, I'm going.

I have been taking classes for a year now and I feel ready. Of course, no one has explained to me how to behave, but I have seen something and

I think I am able. Strength and courage!

Here is the place, the hall.

It is full of people, beautiful but ... damn it! I'm late! the warm up has already begun, it would have been easier to enter ... how will I do now ???

I come in and sit on the edge of the room, in fact, to be precise, in a corner ... I feel more protected.

They are very good! I watch them and admire the dances.

As time passes I realize that my corner is sucking me in a bit. I see the dancers like into an aquarium and I feel quite distant from what I observe.

Okay, I'll move to the side of the room. Better.

 

I begin to warm up and do some stretching, I feel the desire to dance growing inside me, but I really don't know how I could enter. Meanwhile, I

peek out of the corner of my eye if there is any possibility of contact, but everyone still seems very distant. Maybe I should move more to the

center, where I am now it is not clear that I want to dance, it seems more than anything that I want to stay by myself. I do it.

I feel I am getting into it, the wall is far away now and the dancing mass is closer. Slight anxiety.

As I continue my warm-up a couple comes towards me. I am not sure they saw me, right when they are about to roll on me I quickly slide sideways

and find a safer position again near the wall. Fiuuuu! I am safe!

... what are they doing? They continue towards me!

Their dance makes them end up on my legs.

(Pause, breathe)

It is an opportunity to enter the dance. What do I do? I have to decide, and quickly too.

I have seen them dance before, they are very good, I don't think they want to include me. I'd like to, but I'm not up to it and I would disturb for sure

.... and then I haven't warmed up well yet (false).

Okay, I'm pretending nothing is happening. A statue. They move on my body. I stop, motionless. By now I have decided, I cannot go back. After a

few seconds they leave....relief.

I find myself on the wall, sitting. I take a breath and watch.

On the other side of the room I see two boys moving around alone. Two beginners. Great!

But how do I get there?

Found it! I pretend to go to drink and I get closer.

Well, I lean in and organize an assault. One of the two has seen me and often meets my gaze. Here we are! wants to dance with me! With casual

look I move towards him, and he moves back towards me too. Come on come on ....

Suddenly I feel the legs of another dancer leaning on my back.

Oh god, now what?

(Pause, breathe)

If I move away he will be upset for sure, if I remain I disappoint the other who is waiting for me.

What do I do, what do I do? I feel like I'm caught and stuck.

Oh well, stay. I don't have enough strength to make a decision.

 

My first dance begins ...



It's not that great, I don't feel connected, to be honest I don't really like it.

I'd like to stop, but how do I tell him?

"I don't want to dance with you anymore?" Nope

"I'm tired, I need a break" it wouldn't work, I just started.

Idea! I'm looking for someone to incorporate to create a trio and then slide away!

Here he is, a lone dancer, right nearby. I pretend to hit him, I surround him, catch him and pull him inside.

This one I like. Who knows if I can stay with him.

I give attention to him but the trio remains.

In three it is difficult for me, I try to leave but they hang up on me. Occasionally one of the two detaches, becomes satellite but then returns. I no longer

understand who wants to dance with whom, I get confused. In total chaos, the third moves away and I find myself paired with my first partner again. Failed

mission!

Another strategy comes to mind. The exchange of couples!

I'm fine, we intercept another couple and in the exchange I manage to get out with a new partner. Unfortunately the other two do not seem satisfied with

the new set-up and remain attached to us like stalkers. A disaster.

If I was already struggling in three, in four I make a disaster in an overload of stimuli that leads me to move away.

If nothing else in this case no one feels abandoned or disappointed ... apart from me of course.

I am alone, and alone, I already know, I resist 30 seconds.

I'm looking for hooks, but nothing ... all busy. I stop.

I go back to the wall. For a while.

Desolate.

 

Suddenly, something happens. A red-haired girl begins to move right there in front of me. She moves well, you can see that she is an expert. I watch her. No,

no, he's not inviting me, it's impossible, imagine.

I also stop looking at her, I would not want to be invasive or create awe.

Or rather, I pretend not to look at her.

If only I had a little more energy .... maybe I could ...

Oh well, after a while she disappears in the magma of the dances. Peace.

Maybe I missed an opportunity? Could I at least try? What if it went wrong?

My head is spinning.

What a stress these Jams!

I decide to leave. I get up and head for the exit.

As I walk I feel a person lean on my shoulder and follow me in movements.

It's the red-haired girl.

The walk gently turns into a dance. And what a dance! Gorgeous!

After two minutes, however, someone announces the end of the Jam. Damn!

We stop.

(Pause, breathe)

The girl looks at me and says "Too bad we didn't dance before".

 

Right.

The next Jam, promised, no mental chatter, I trust my perception and I enjoy this wonder that is Contact Improvisation. 
 
 


